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The authors' view of the damage caused by the pathogen echoed earlier assessments made by scientists and industry officials. 2 Gilbert and Hubbell's discussion of Panama disease, embedded in a broader study of plant diseases and tropical forest conservation, draws an important and often-neglected connection between the abandonment of diseased banana farms and the accelerated clearing of lowland tropical forests. Unfortunately, the ecologists stopped short of exploring the historical process-the "eventually" part-that led to the adoption of new varieties. As a result, they missed a chance to consider the significance of this process for those concerned with the conservation of biological diversity.
The export banana trade in the Americas formed around a single variety: Gros Michel fruit (Musa acuminata) dominated U.S. markets between the 1890s and 1960. Gros Michel bananas were large, aesthetically pleasing, and shipped well. However, the plants proved to be highly susceptible to pathogens, including Fusarium oxysporum f. cubense. Beginning in the 1890s, the pathogen spread throughout virtually every export-banana-growing region in Latin America and the Caribbean. The dynamic created by the epidemic accelerated rates of deforestation in humid, lowland tropical regions, destabilized local economies, and indirectly heightened the incidence of malaria among plantation workers. 3 Panama disease prompted both the British colonial government and the United Fruit Com-pany to establish banana-breeding programs during the 1920s with the shared goal of developing a disease-resistant export banana. Although researchers identified disease-resistant varieties as early as 1910, the U.S. banana companies that dominated the export trade did not begin to replace the Gros Michel until the late 1950s.
This essay seeks to explain why the major fruit companies operating in Central America and the Caribbean delayed in converting to Panama disease-resistant varieties for nearly fifty years. I argue that the industry's response to the epidemic is best understood by focusing on the interactions between the banana's biology, the agroecology of tropical monocultures, and the structures, actors, and discourses that shaped international mass markets. In order to do so, I utilize an analytical framework inspired by two distinct yet complementary approaches to doing environmental history: agroecology and the study of commodity flows.
In recent years, growing numbers of U.S. environmental historians have taken up Donald Worster's call for writing agroecological history. By paying close attention to the dynamic interactions between farms and their surrounding environments, researchers such as Steven Stoll and Douglas Sackman have provided new insights about both agroecological change and the quotidian experiences of cultivators and farm workers in California. Beyond the United States, historians of Africa, Asia, and Latin America (sometimes but not always influenced by Worster) also have started to examine the relationship between cropping systems, ecology, and social change. 4 Steve Marquardt's recent article on Panama disease in Central America demonstrates how the epidemic compelled the powerful United Fruit Company to alter its production practices and abandon plantations throughout Central America. The author draws the provocative conclusion that Panama disease was "an unlikely environmental locus of resistance to corporate agriculture's will to power." 5 While I agree with Marquardt's point that the dynamic and unpredictable pathogen undermined corporate control, his narrative downplays the extent to which mass markets helped to define the historical importance of the epidemic.
The connection between expanding U.S. mass markets for tropical commodities and tropical deforestation has been well documented in Richard Tucker's Insatiable Appetite. 6 For Tucker, mass markets are important primarily because they stimulated increases in production that in turn accelerated rates of resource use in the tropics. However, consumer appetites for bananas were not only "insatiable," they also tended to be selective: Throughout the twentieth century, market definitions of "fruit quality" exerted a strong effect on production techniques and shaped the magnitude of the Panama disease problem by narrowing the range of viable solutions. Lawrence Grossman's study of contract banana growers in the Windward Islands provides a perceptive analysis of how market quality standards play a crucial role in shaping agribusiness. 7 The political ecology framework employed by Grossman integrates local environmental conditions, labor process, and market structures in order to explain the trajectory of contemporary banana production in the Caribbean. Because Grossman is primarily interested in understanding what contract growing can tell us about "globalization," his study is situated in the latetwentieth-century, "post-Gros Michel" era of banana production. By tracing the emergence of quality standards for Gros Michel fruit in the late nineteenth century, I reveal the historical roots of the production-consumption dynamic described by Grossman.
Panama disease then, cannot be explained entirely in terms of local agroecological processes. The complex relationship between pathogen, plant host, and environment shaped the epidemic, but so too did the cultural, economic, and social processes that gave rise to mass markets for bananas. Consequently, environmental historians of agricultural commodities should be rooted in the soil while directing their gaze toward often-distant market places. William Cronon's Nature's Metropolis serves as an important model for following commodity flows from rural production areas to urban centers of trade and consumption. He demonstrates how nineteenth-century commodity markets shaped people and ecosystems in the United States by focusing on the Chicago-based brokers and manufacturers who bought, traded, and processed grains, livestock, and timber. 8 In contrast to the products examined by Cronon, however, bananas did not undergo value-added processing and/or extended periods of storage prior to being consumed. As a result, shippers, fruit jobbers, and retailers were primarily concerned about fruit weights, perishability, and aesthetic qualities, including color, flavor, and texture. In order to explain how U.S. mass markets shaped banana production, we have to follow the commodity flow beyond the brokers who dominate Cronon's mass markets in order to account for the taste of North American fruit eaters. In other words, we have to lend agency to the consuming masses.
In the process of reinterpreting the historical significance of Panama disease, this article raises two points that are relevant to the broader study of consumptionenvironment dynamics. First, historical narratives are intellectually valuable because they lend content to otherwise empty typologies (e.g. "consumers" and "mass markets") by revealing the interplay between structures, human agency, and historical contingency. Second, the history of export bananas reveals a central paradox of nineteenth-and twentieth-century agriculture: The transformation of plants into mass commodities involved a simultaneous appropriation of, and reduction in, biological diversity.
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As late as the mid-1870s, bananas remained something of a novelty in most of the United States. Consumption surged in the 1880s, and continued to rise until the onset of World War I. Between 1892 and 1911, U.S. banana imports increased from 12 million bunches to nearly 45 million bunches. 9 Several kinds of bananas reached U.S. markets in the 1880s including the red, fig, strawberry, and apple varieties, but by the early twentieth century, Gros Michel fruit made up the bulk of U.S. imports. 10 The Gros Michel entered the historical record in the 1830s, when Jean Pouyat, a planter born in the French colony of San Domingue (Haiti), noticed the plant growing on the island of Martinique. Pouyat reportedly introduced a single specimen to his coffee plantation in Jamaica. Over the course of the next thirty years, Gros Michel plants diffused throughout the island where they became known as the "Martinique banana," or the "banana Pouyat."
11 From the Caribbean, the variety spread to Central America and beyond. In 1892, Colombian officials arranged to import Gros Michel from Jamaica. Traders and migrant workers undoubtedly helped to spread the variety via unofficial routes as well. By the 1890s, thousands of mostly small-scale producers cultivated Gros Michel all along the Caribbean coast of Central America. 12 Banana-eaters in the United States gave the Gros Michel high marks for its flavor, aroma, and peel color, but frequent references to other varieties found in turn-ofthe-century cookbooks and popular magazines suggest that aesthetic qualities alone cannot account for its dominant market position. 13 The success of Gros Michel also reflected the interests and perceptions of shippers. Early traders relied on windpowered schooners to haul bananas from tropical production zones to northern latitude markets. In the American trade, the fruit bunches traveled "naked" with only minimal padding; "climate control" was limited to a few vents. Consequently, shippers sought a banana variety that could best withstand the rigorous journey from farm to market. Gros Michel plants produced large bunches of fruit that grew in nested hands that did not protrude from the stem at severe angles. This bunch shape, along with the fruit's relatively thick, bruise-resisting peel, made the variety an excellent one for the export trade. In addition, the ripening period of Gros Michel fruit was long enough to reduce the likelihood that a shipment would reach its destination in an overripe condition. This last factor was crucial during the era when schooners dominated the trade, but it continued to be vital even as larger, faster steamships replaced wind-powered vessels.
In addition to promoting a single variety, shipping agents graded fruit bunches by the number of hands, the fullness of the individual fruits, and the outward appearance of the peels. As late as the 1880s, a fruit bunch of seven or more hands was considered a "first," meaning that it received the highest going market price. Bunches with six or fewer hands were second or third grade fruit for which growers generally received less money. By the 1890s, shippers such as the Boston Fruit Company were raising the standard "bunch count" to eight and nine hands, a shift that favored varieties such as the Gros Michel that tended to produce high bunch counts when grown under favorable agroecological conditions. Increasingly, fruit graders discounted and/or rejected seven-and six-hand bunches particularly during seasonal lulls in demand. Fruit bunches with scars, bruises, or other blemishes were also subject to discounting and outright rejection.
The tendency to define and standardize product quality lay at the heart of the commodification process. Late-nineteenth-century correspondence between Andrew Preston, an executive of the Boston Fruit Company (the predecessor of United Fruit), and his buying agents in Jamaica reveals the former's concerns with maintaining quality in a competitive market place: "[T]he time is past when importers can make a profit on thin and ordinary fruit . . . and I trust our Jamaica people will keep it in mind at all times." 14 In a subsequent letter, Preston acknowledged that his emphasis on quality was causing tension within the company but he refused to lower his standards: "I presume your people [in Jamaica] think we are disposed to criticize your selections but we are driven to it by the power of competition-naturally our best customers want the best fruit and I assure you we find it difficult to hold them with fruit of poorer quality than our competitors offer them. It is very plain to my mind that the successful company of the future is the one that controls the growing of its own fruit." 15 By integrating production, shipping, and marketing, Preston believed that a company could more effectively regulate both the quantity and quality of the fruit reaching U.S. markets and thereby reduce the financial risks associated with trading a highly perishable commodity. In 1899, Preston In 1913, the United States Senate Finance Committee proposed a duty on banana imports, reasoning that the fruit fit the definition of a "luxury good." When word of the proposed "banana tax" became public, a number of organizations representing importers, retailers, and consumers protested on the grounds that the banana was the "poor man's fruit." The editors of The New York Times opposed the proposed duty, arguing that if bananas could be considered a luxury, they were an "exceptional kind," because nearly everyone could afford to buy them: "Cheap starch and sugar in finer combination are hardly to be found in the vegetable kingdom, and the wonderful extension of the banana trade that has marked recent years has been nothing less than a national blessing." 16 In a subsequent commentary, the paper's editors noted that bananas often retailed at lower prices than apples. They exhorted the nation's apple growers to adopt the methods of the "trusts" that "have brought exotic products within the reach of those who cannot eat domestic fruits because they are dear and inaccessible." 17 By 1913 per capita banana consumption in the United States exceeded twenty pounds; only apples were consumed in greater quantities. 18 The methods of the "trusts" combined mass production, vertical integration, and monopoly control over vital transportation infrastructure and fruit distribution. In a story that has been told by numerous authors, the United Fruit Company acquired and/or purchased a controlling interest in eighteen other shipping firms during the first decade of the twentieth century. In 1911, United Fruit sold its interests in three companies not under its direct management in an effort to placate U.S. government officials who were increasingly concerned about its business practices. 19 But the process of vertical integration continued apace in the 1920s. In Central America, United Fruit and its main competitors-Standard Fruit and Cuyamel Fruit-used their economic muscle to gain political favors by hiring influential lobbyists, providing loans to cash-strapped governments, and, on more than one occasion, backing armed insurgents and/or military governments. 20 In return for agreeing to build and operate railroads, the fruit companies secured access to vast amounts of soil, timber, and water resources in addition to enjoying exemptions from import duties on construction materials, machinery, and other items, including consumer goods, used by their operations. Small-scale producers persisted in most growing regions, but by the 1910s, the three U.S. companies and their subsidiaries controlled hundreds of thousands of hectares of land on which they planted bananas, sugarcane, and forage. In 1926, United Fruit controlled around 650,000 hectares of land including 70,000 hectares of active banana plantations in the Caribbean and Central America. 21 The fruit companies also financed the construction of hundreds of kilometers of railroad; employed tens of thousands of people; and operated stores, hospitals, schools, radio stations, breweries, and banks.
However, so much has been written about the so-called "banana republics" that it is easy to forget that the fruit companies' power came as much through their control over shipping and distribution in the United States as it did through their extensive land acquisitions in the tropics. United Fruit's "Great White Fleet" of steamships became a symbol of the company's power. In 1912, the company's subsidiaries owned forty-one ships and chartered several others. By 1930, the company possessed more than seventy ships; its principal competitor, the Cuyamel Fruit Company, owned thirteen vessels. Kepner and Soothill's meticulously documented 1936 study explained how United Fruit's shipping fleet, combined with its control over railroads and port facilities, enabled the company to squeeze out would-be competitors by giving preference to bananas produced on its own farms. The company also benefited from the fact that its ships were virtually always guaranteed two-way cargoes: Ships carried bananas from the tropics and returned with construction materials and/or merchandise-often imported duty-free-that would be sold in company commissaries. The company's vertical integration translated into rising wealth: Between 1913 and 1920, United Fruit's profits increased sixfold to 33 million dollars; in 1930, its net worth exceeded 200 million dollars. 22 Although the fruit companies did not control railroads in the United States, they created subsidiaries that handled fruit distribution and wholesaling. In 1900, United Fruit executives established the Fruit Dispatch Company with offices in key ports and railroad centers, including Boston, Chicago, Kansas City, New York City, Pittsburgh, and Richmond. 23 By 1925, Fruit Dispatch had offices in more than fifty U.S. and Canadian cities. During the first third of the century, company representatives traveled with the rail shipments in order to ensure proper storage conditions and line up sales en route. For example, when United Fruit steamers reached New Orleans, workers transferred the bananas from ships to boxcars that were hauled through the Mississippi Valley by the Illinois Central Railroad. 24 During the journey, Fruit Dispatch representatives would line up sales with brokers and wholesalers via telegraph. In Fulton, Kentucky, fruit cars would be rerouted based on the location of the buyer. Fruit Dispatch employees also maintained an eye on the temperature of the boxcars. The development of ventilated railcars, along with icing and warming stations, enabled fruit to be transported throughout the calendar year to increasingly distant locations, including Vancouver, Canada.
But the technological and organizational capacity to deliver large shipments of bananas does not explain entirely the increase in banana consumption. The banana's comparatively low retail price brought it within the reach of all but the most impoverished. Margaret Byington's 1910 study of households in the steel-making town of Homestead, Pennsylvania, found that food was the single greatest expense in mill workers' family budgets. However, even a "thrifty" housekeeper could at least occasionally afford bananas. 25 In 1917, the Commissioner of the New York City Department of Health stated that the banana was "used in almost all racial and social groups in this city," a claim supported by a study that examined the diet of a poor, African-American woman living in New York City. 26 A national marketing survey done in 1929 documented banana consumption among workers and lowincome households in New England, the South, and the Midwest. 27 Ironically, the intrinsic perishability of bananas helped to bring them within the reach of lowerclass consumers because bruised, overripe, or otherwise "inferior" fruit was sold at reduced prices.
Changing ideas about both women's roles and nutrition also shaped early twentieth-century eating patterns in the United States. For working-class women, putting food on the table was a time-consuming activity. Byington noted that she invariably found the wives of Homestead's mill workers in their kitchens where they were "busy preparing for the ever recurring meal." 28 Given the labor demands placed upon women possessing neither servants nor electric appliances, it seems reasonable to assume that inexpensive and ready-to-eat foods such as bananas were viewed favorably by those charged with shopping and meal preparation. Women's domestic work also provides an important context for understanding the banana's popularity among the increasingly urbanized middle classes of the early twentieth century. Harvey Levenstein has argued that the declining availability of servants compelled middle-class professionals to alter both their diets and the meanings ascribed to elaborate meal preparation. 29 The mass production of processed foods changed cooking practices and potentially reduced labor demands on middle-class women. For example, a 1928 article in the Ladies Home Journal marveled at the availability of processed foods such as bagged tea and canned grapefruit "ready for the hurried commuter's breakfast." 30 As early as 1910, advertisements for ready-to-eat breakfast cereals depicted what would become a quintessential U.S. breakfast combination of bananas, boxed cereal, and milk. 31 At a time when more women left the home to pursue jobs as teachers, office workers, and retailers, the popularity of bananas is not surprising; unlike domestically grown fruits, they could be consumed virtually year round without any need for labor-intensive (or value-added) preservation methods such as canning or drying.
The banana's thick, germ resistant peel further pleased early twentieth-century public-health officials concerned about the spread of infectious diseases in densely populated urban areas. The American Medical Association published a study demonstrating that bananas, even when immersed in pathogen-laden fluids, did not absorb bacteria into their fruit pulp. The fruit thus could be given to children with confidence, "even if purchased from the pushcart in congested streets." 32 Such endorsements from the increasingly influential medical establishment contributed to the banana's status as a "nutritious and safe" food. Bananas also appealed to an increasingly important segment of consumer society: children. Although some latenineteenth-century cookbooks warned that young children could have a hard time digesting bananas, health authorities stressed that properly ripened bananas were highly digestible. 33 By the late 1920s, marketing surveys indicated that households with children consumed more bananas than the national average. 34 Finally, there is the question of taste. From the late nineteenth century forward, the number of banana recipes proliferated. To judge by several turn-of-the-century cookbooks, bananas were most often featured as either a breakfast food or a sweetened dessert. 35 Frequently, cooks combined bananas with sugar, dairy products, and other fruits including coconut and citrus. But, the most popular form in which to eat ripened bananas-as an uncooked, fresh fruit-----seldom appeared in cookbooks. Although some nutritionists, along with United Fruit's advertising department, compared the banana's nutritional content favorably to that of a potato, the practice of cooking green bananas and serving them as an unsweetened starch did not take hold in the United States. In sharp contrast to its wide array of uses in many tropical cuisines, the banana found its places in U.S. diets as a mildly sweet, nonacidic fresh "fruit." Perhaps more significantly, mass markets never emerged in the United States for canned, milled, juiced, or fermented bananas.
People in the United States also consumed the banana symbolically. The banana slipped into jokes, folk songs, street slang, and popular music where it most often evoked humor related to tropical places, immigration, and sexuality. 36 The cultural history of the banana is a story in its own right; here I am less interested in documenting the fruit's multiple symbolic meanings than in calling attention to the connection between the banana industry and popular images of tropical environments and peoples. English-language writers, some of whom had close ties to United Fruit, depicted the expansion of export banana production as a process of bringing modernity to "pestilential" tropical regions via industrial capitalism, medicine, and science. For example, Samuel Crowther's 1929 book, The Romance and Rise of the American Tropics, likened United Fruit's transformation of "otherwise useless" tropical "jungles" to irrigation projects that "reclaimed" deserts. 37 A contemporary of Crowther's declared that the banana industry was created "out of absolutely nothing but the bare jungle, storm-swept and miasmic, which had been deserted probably a thousand years before the fruit companies came by the Indians who once thickly inhabited these borders of the Caribbean Sea." 38 The writer added that the banana trade rested on a foundation of "tropical fertility," far-sighted merchants, and "scientific experts." These twentieth-century perspectives on the export banana trade offered an unambiguously positive assessment of the wide-spread changes taking place in the lowland American tropics. Standley, a botanist who worked extensively in the tropics, noted that the clearing of "many square miles" for bananas had destroyed "vast" amounts of "original vegetation." He described the view from the fruit company's main railroad that ran for 64 kilometers along the right hand bank of the Ulúa River: "Practically all of the land within this area that is fit for the purpose is covered with banana plants, which, however beautiful when standing alone or in moderate quantities, become exceedingly monotonous when massed in plantations many miles in extent. Between banana plantations however are large areas unsuited for their cultivation. These consist, near the coast, of wide marshes and of densely wooded swamps which cannot, or at least have not, been drained." 39 He was struck by the radical reduction in plant diversity: "Where bananas are grown there is no other vegetation of interest to the botanist." In addition to the banana farms, Standley noted several pastures where cattle and draft animals grazed on Guinea grass. Although he provided no quantitative data on land use, Standley stressed the significant proportion of secondary growth, or guamiles: "Nearly everywhere along the whole line of the Tela Railroad, except when passing by marshes or very swampy woods, one sees nothing else but second growth and banana plantations." 40 The secondary growth consisted of "aggressive" (sun-loving) herbaceous plants not found in mature forests.
In the lower portion of the Ulúa, banana plantations were interspersed with wetlands and shallow lakes whose waterlogged soils were less than ideal for banana cultivation. As the railroad approached the Ulúa River from the east, it crossed "the most spectacular of these unused areas," the Toloa Swamp, "a shallow lake with an abundance of aquatic plants, and such a profusion of water birds as one sees only in the tropics."
41 Although Standley described the difficulty of making his way through the wetlands due to thickets of prickly plants, coarse lianas, and "swarms" of mosquitoes and chiggers, he provided an extensive description of the plant diversity found in the area's wetlands. 42 In the eyes of at least one botanist then, the "pestilential" swamps that dominated the landscapes in travel accounts of the American tropics transformed into "spectacular" ecosystems, teeming with flora and avian life.
When ornithologist James Peters visited the Ulúa region a few months later, he described the landscape in terms that closely approximated those of Standley: "There is little natural forest left within sight of the railroad." 43 He added that diminished rainfall in the area west of Tela inhibited the regeneration of rain forests and described the woodlands of the Ulúa valley as "scrub forest." During Peter's visit, fruit company workers started to build a canal in order to drain a large portion of the Toloa swamp, the biologically diverse landscape that had impressed Standley. Peters described the short-term ecological changes that he observed in the area: "[M]uch of the vegetation has died off and floods have deposited large amounts of sediment, resulting in a wide expanse of mud flats interspersed with pools of stagnant water. In such situations waterfowl of all sorts abound. Never in my experience have I seen such numbers of Herons or Wood Ibises as have flocked there to feed. But it can only last for a short time, as eventually these flats and marshy areas will be completely drained and planted to bananas." 44 Ironically, the drainage operations provided a fleeting home for waterfowl but the end product of the transformation-a banana plantation-afforded little habitat for most forms of avian life. 45 The ornithologist also visited Toloa Lagoon, where he saw Everglade Kites inhabiting a landscape of alternating marsh grasses and open areas of water. In time, much of this area also would be drained off following the construction of a canal. 46 Not surprisingly, the observations of Peters and Standley indicate that the extensive clearing of forests and draining of wetlands reduced habitat for many forms of plant and animal life.
The transformations described by Standley and Peters were by no means unique to the Ulúa valley of Honduras. Similar changes took place along the Atlantic coasts of Panama, Costa Rica, and Guatemala between 1890 and 1930. By 1926, United Fruit owned 1.6 million acres in the Caribbean and Central America, including 172,000 acres of active banana plantations. 47 Following a seven-month tour of Central American banana zones, British plant pathologist Claude Wardlaw criticized the cultivation pactices he observed as little more than "the exploitation of the native fertility of virgin soil with the minimum amount of detailed treatment." 48 He added that planting bananas in soils poorly suited for the purpose had resulted in the abandonment of farms after a short period of time, leading to the destruction of "giant forests" as workers cleared additional lands for planting. 49 The rapidly changing agroscapes provided the context in which Panama disease epidemics broke out. The disease took its English-language name from the place where it was first widely observed: Banana growers on the Atlantic coast of Panama reported wilt-like symptoms as early as the 1890s. Within a decade, the disease had spread to export banana farms in Costa Rica and subsequent outbreaks occurred in Surinam (1906), Cuba (1908), Trinidad (1909), Puerto Rico (1910), Jamaica (1911), Honduras (1916), and Guatemala (1919). 50 The soil-borne fusaria fungi associated with Panama disease entered banana plants via root structures and traveled up vascular tissues to the leaves. Infected foliage turned yellow-brown before wilting. Severely diseased plants seldom produced healthy fruit, if they produced any at all. 51 Spores released into the soil from decaying plant tissues germinated when they came into contact with the roots of neighboring plants, thereby spreading the disease in a radial pattern throughout fields. The expansion of continuously cropped Gros Michel monocultures accelerated the pathogen's advance by sharply increasing host density on a microlevel. In addition, the movements of irrigation and drainage waters, trains, migrant workers, and roving animals all facilitated the farmto-farm spread of the fungi. 52 Panama disease spread slowly yet inexorably through Gros Michel banana farms. 53 Some farms remained productive for years after the pathogen appeared; others were abandoned within two years of the pathogen's arrival. As Wardlaw observed during his tour of Central America in 1927, the abandonment of farms was less an indication of an absolute decline in output than a measure of relative productiveness: "[W]ith the larger companies, at least, when a certain low yield of fruit per acre is reached, the land is abandoned although the plantation may still be yielding quite a considerable number of bunches per acre." 54 Yields of course, were not simply a function of the severity of Panama disease. A number of other factors, including soil fertility, drainage, and labor inputs, affected productivity. Furthermore, a pooryielding farm might stay in production if its fruit was needed to meet market demand. The decision to abandon any given farm then, represented a calculated and studied decision based on several related, but distinct variables.
The result was a pattern of "uneven" agricultural expansion. In some localities, production plummeted and economies all but collapsed, even as regional exports were rising. For example, between 1920 and 1926, Standard Fruit's Honduran exports fell from 4.5 million to 1.9 million bunches. 55 The company's production rebounded by 1930 to 4 million bunches, but U.S. Consul Nelson H. Park commented that "only by the planting of new areas can the banana production in this district be maintained or increased." 56 This was true elsewhere in Central America, where the U.S. banana companies increased production by creating new farms in order to offset declining yields elsewhere. 57 Ironically, this strategy helped to perpetuate the pathogen's diffusion by repeating the cycle of agroecological change triggered by the expansion of Gros Michel monocultures. However, the practice served the companies' short-term interests by enabling them to satisfy U.S. market demand for Gros Michel bananas.
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In 1925, the Fruit Dispatch Company convened a conference in Chicago that brought together representatives from all aspects of the banana business. United Fruit executives inaugurated a "Publicity Department" and launched a multimedia advertising campaign targeted at "housewives" that included recipe books, nutritional information about bananas, and billboards. Company managers based in the tropics made few overt references to Panama disease during the conference, but in a speech given before an audience of jobbers, United Fruit vice-president George Chittenden acknowledged that yields on company farms in Panama were declining. The company had two options: abandon the area and swallow a large financial loss, or "plant something else which is still a banana." 58 Chittenden then launched into a sales pitch for a Panama disease-resistant variety known as the Lacatan whose fruit could "fool most people" into believing they were eating Gros Michel bananas. But he confessed that the variety had some drawbacks: "[T]he bunches are not very large. The nine[-handed bunch] is more occasional than otherwise. The intermediate stage between green and dead ripe is not attractive to look at. Instead of a handsome green it is a rather dull gray-green." 59 Still, Chittenden pointed out that the high-yielding variety would enable the company to give job-bers "a margin on which you might very easily be able to move the Lacatan banana."
Chittenden's words reveal the central role played by aesthetic sensibilities and market structures in shaping United Fruit's efforts to find a substitute for the Gros Michel. How conference attendees reacted to the prospect of dealing in Lacatan bananas is unknown, but evidence suggests that the company's initial efforts to market the variety largely failed. In the mid-1920s, United Fruit began cultivating Lacatan in Panama and possibly elsewhere. 60 In September 1928, Fruit Dispatch's office in New Orleans received a shipment of 15,000 bunches of Lacatan, "by far the largest individual shipment" of the variety at that time. One week later, the office reported very weak demand for the variety; more than half of the shipment sold at reduced prices. In his weekly report to Boston, a Fruit Dispatch manager explained the problem: "Even those firms who are thoroughly familiar with the handling and ripening of Lacatans do not favor this variety. The consuming public, in the final analysis, are the ones who have the say as to what fruit they desire, and inasmuch as the meat of the Lacatan, even though the skin may be yellow, is not really mellow and not as digestible as the Gros Michel, unless the skin of the former has practically turned black; and in this condition the fruit is uninviting to the eye and hard to sell. There is a question whether or not we are serving the business properly in trying to force them on the market."
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In addition to the Lacatan's distinct flavor and texture, fruit jobbers complained about the variety's small bunch size, "dull" ripening color, and susceptibility to a fungal rot that weakened the stems from which jobbers suspended ripening fruit. Lacatan fruit was not popular with consumers or jobbers accustomed to handling and eating Gros Michel bananas. United Fruit's two principal competitors at the time, Cuyamel Fruit and Standard Fruit, also exported Lacatan on a trial basis, but both companies reported that sales fell when Gros Michel fruit was available. 62 However, the Lacatan's "failure" was relative; mass markets did not so much reject the variety outright as they expressed a preference for high-quality Gros Michel fruit.
When United Fruit commissioned researchers at the Harvard Business School to conduct a marketing study in 1929, the question of disease-resistant varieties was not even addressed, a reflection of the extent to which mass market structures had closed around Gros Michel. 63 Discussions with fruit jobbers and retailers indicate that their understanding of "variety" was linked to the fruit's tropical port of origin: Fruit was described as "Limóns," "Telas," or "Jamaicas." Significantly, the survey's authors concluded that consumers were "not so harsh of judgment as those who know banana quality." 64 According to the study, nearly three-quarters of the thousands of "housewives" queried reported "never" having a problem finding fruit of acceptable quality. On the other hand, virtually all of the jobbers interviewed held strong opinions about "fruit quality," and often complained about poor shipments. Few jobbers talked about flavors or textures; instead, they stressed the importance of bunch size, ripening color, and peel condition. One jobber described premium bananas as "clean [unblemished] fruit in nice, fat bunches." 65 Another fruit dealer who sold primarily to A&P chain stores reported buying "select fruit" that was bagged in the tropics because it arrived in better condition (i.e. fewer marks on the peel) than unwrapped fruit. Jobbers consistently described poor-quality fruit as "scarred" and/or "string beans." However, the 1929 survey also suggested that the qualities of ideal bananas varied in relation to jobbers' perceptions of market demand. For example, Joseph Fielding, a long-time dealer in Lowell, Massachusetts, said that all the dealers in town bought seven-handed bunches of fruit because brokers charged them higher rates for eight-handed stems for which they could not get "a penny more." 66 However, in the neighboring town of Lawrence, a jobber whose large operation serviced several chain stores sought out brokers who sold nine-handed bunches because the customers "like large fruit." 67 Another Lawrence-based banana dealer, George Lampros, concurred with Fielding that stores retailing bananas by the pound sold seven-and eight-handed bunches at the same price, but he bought mostly eights since they "showed up better" and because "people don't buy sevens." 68 Different ideas about fruit quality reflected both the nature of the jobbers' operations and the market conditions in which they operated. To judge by the data collected in 1929, fruit jobber businesses ranged widely in both size and clientele. Fruit dealers servicing working-class customers generally preferred to buy and sell "medium" and "small" bunches of bananas, while those selling to primarily middleclass clienteles preferred large, "heavy" bunches. Another important trend affecting banana markets at the time was the rise of chain supermarkets such as A&P and Kroger. Like the banana companies, chain stores depended on moving large volumes of products. They began to buy bananas directly from importing companies and often sold them at cost as a "leader" item. For self-service markets, the visual appearance of food products became all the more critical. Consequently, the quality of the banana peel, including its ripening color, was hardly a trivial matter for banana wholesalers and retailers. Unable to find a cultivated variety that satisfied U.S. markets, both the British government and United Fruit initiated banana-breeding programs during the 1920s with the shared goal of developing a disease-resistant hybrid. Banana cultivars such as the Gros Michel posed a major challenge to breeders because the fruit pulp did not contain seeds. This created an ironic problem for researchers such as United Fruit's J. H. Perman who noted that "this character of seedlessness naturally is the valuable feature of the fruit; but it is also the feature that retards and reduces the possibility of prompt and successful development of new types." 69 Breeders succeeded in inducing Gros Michel plants to set seeds by fertilizing them with pollen from seeded varieties. But fertility rates were extremely low, making the process of breeding tedious, expensive, and uncertain. 70 Even when breeders succeeded in overcoming the challenges posed by the banana's biology, they often stumbled over the same obstacles that tripped up earlier efforts to introduce Lacatan bananas. British researchers in Trinidad developed a hybrid with demonstrated resistance to Panama disease, but the fruits occasionally bore seeds, a condition deemed to be a "commercial disadvantage." Experiments carried out by United Fruit researchers between 1925 and 1928 yielded fourteen varieties that produced edible, seedless fruit pulp, yet they were of little economic value since "in no case is their quality equal to the fruits that are generally recognized by the public as 'bananas.'" 72 In order to be considered a success, hybrids had to possess both resistance to F. oxysporum and the phenotypic qualities of the Gros Michel.
In 1930, United Fruit ended its breeding experiments in Panama and transferred its Musa specimens to Lancetilla, the company's experimental garden in Honduras. The decision to discontinue the breeding program reflected not only the difficulties associated with combining disease resistance and marketability in a hybrid banana, but also the company's ability to secure access to new soil and water resources needed to continue exporting Gros Michel fruit. Of course, as Chittenden's 1925 conference remarks suggested, the company potentially incurred significant financial losses when abandoning production units. Yet United Fruit compiled hefty earnings during the 1920s and continued to turn profits through the turbulent 1930s and 1940s. Consequently, company executives and stockholders had no compelling financial reason to replace the Gros Michel.
Boxing and the Birth of Chiquita Bananas Boxing and the Birth of Chiquita Bananas Boxing and the Birth of Chiquita Bananas Boxing and the Birth of Chiquita Bananas Boxing and the Birth of Chiquita Bananas
Between 1930 and 1960, changes in agroecosystems, international markets, and Central American political conditions provoked a transformation of banana production processes. The Great Depression brought an end to a steady rise in U.S. demand for bananas. Then, in the mid-1930s, a second epidemic hit export banana farms. Sigatoka disease swept through export banana plantations much more quickly than did Panama disease. United Fruit researchers devised an effective but expensive chemical control system that added significantly to production costs and complicated the process of abandoning unproductive farms. Between 1941 and 1944, war-related shipping restrictions further depressed the banana trade. However, the most important long-term change was the meteoric rise of Ecuador as an exporter: By the late 1950s, the South American nation had replaced Honduras as the world's leading producer of Gros Michel fruit. 73 From that point forward, chronic overproduction and flat prices marked the export trade. Finally, the postwar years brought significant democratic reforms to Central America that were linked to workers' movements that challenged the power of United Fruit and helped bring an end to a "business climate" characterized by resource subsidies, tax breaks, and labor repression. 74 Throughout this period, the fruit companies continued to abandon diseased plantations. By mid-century, United Fruit had abandoned entire divisions in Costa Rica, Honduras, and Panama. Active company divisions suffered losses as well. For example, in Honduras, United Fruit abandoned more than 12,000 hectares of land between 1939 and 1953; Standard Fruit endured annual losses of 10 to 15 percent of its productive lands in the late 1940s. 75 Facing an impending shortage of Panama disease-free soils in Honduras, United Fruit engineers developed a "flood fallow" system in which workers converted diseased soils into shallow lakebeds that were filled with water for three to eighteen months in order to "drown" the fungi. After draining the water off, workers replanted the soils with disease-free Gros Michel rhizomes. 76 By 1953, some 5,700 hectares of land in Honduras had been flood fallowed and replanted. The labor-and capital-intensive technique demonstrated United Fruit's engineering prowess, but drove up the cost of production.
The Standard Fruit Company also attempted to carry out flood fallowing, but the company halted the project a few years later because it lacked the capital to carry out flood fallowing on a large scale. 77 Instead, Standard Fruit began making test shipments of Panama disease-resistant banana varieties. Between 1944 and 1954, the company shipped modest quantities of a hybrid banana developed by British researchers, but the variety's small bunch size and short fingers were not enthusiastically received in U.S. markets. 78 However, company officials expressed high hopes for two Cavendish cultivars (Bout Rond and Giant Cavendish) that produced high yields of "fine, large bananas" that ripened "very nicely" with proper temperatures and exposure to ethylene gas. Ironically, one banana expert considered the Bout Rond to be botanically indistinguishable from the Lacatan. 79 But the Cavendish varieties had one major drawback: They were very susceptible to bruising. During the early 1950s, Standard Fruit's Cavendish exports suffered a high rate of rejection and discounting. 80 In 1957, the company attempted to solve this problem by building packing plants in the tropics where workers cut the fruit from its stem and packed it into cardboard boxes. After two years of trial marketing, Standard executives deemed boxed bananas "the greatest innovation in the history of the banana industry" and began commercial shipments of boxed fruit under the trade name "Cabana." 81 In fact, the company's "innovation" represented a modification of packing techniques that shippers had used for decades in the Canary Islands and elsewhere. The hyperbole aside, boxed fruit marked the beginning of a new phase in export banana production and marketing.
United Fruit continued to export Gros Michel fruit through 1959, but by that point, enthusiasm for flood fallowing had waned because Panama disease was reappearing in treated soils within five years. 82 The limited effectiveness and high costs of flood fallowing led United Fruit plant pathologist Robert Stover to conclude that banana breeding was "the only hopeful long-term approach to the solution of the banana disease problem." 83 Top-level management viewed the idea of replacing Gros Michel with another variety to be a desecration of "cherished quality standards." 84 But with both profits and stock prices plummeting, United Fruit's board of directors took action in late 1959, replacing long-time company executive Kenneth Redmond with Thomas Sunderland. 85 Arguing that Panama disease was costing the company millions of dollars a year, Sunderland wasted little time before calling for increased production of Cavendish-type bananas. 86 The following year, United Fruit's research department began testing various Cavendish cultivars (including Giant Cavendish, Valery, and Grand Nain) for yields, disease resistance, and shipping qualities. The company also funded a major banana-collecting expedition to South East Asia that assembled one of the world's largest collections of Musa varieties. 87 In the early 1960s, the company test-marketed boxed Valery bananas in Midwest markets and received favorable consumer response. An independent taste panel reportedly found both the flavor and aroma of the Valery to be "distinctly superior" to that of the Gros Michel. 88 By 1965, United Fruit had converted nearly all of its Central American production to Valery and other Cavendish varieties.
Both major banana companies ultimately overcame the problem of Panama disease by planting banana varieties that had been cultivated for centuries in Southeast Asia. (Otto Reinking had collected Valery specimens during a 1927 trip to Saigon.) 89 Ironically, then, after decades of profiting from a production system that severely reduced plant diversity on local and regional levels in the American tropics, the fruit companies ensured their economic survival by tapping into the pantropical diversity of the Musa genus.
The Cavendish era ushered in a number of interrelated changes in production and marketing. In order both to offset increased costs associated with boxing and counter stagnant banana sales, United Fruit's management transformed boxed Cavendish bananas into a marketing tool: "Boxing has cleared the way for developments in merchandising which have never been possible before in the banana business. We are now ready to consider changing our business from the sale of a commodity item to the sale of a branded, identifiable item, which, if adopted, will enable us to advertise our bananas, instead of bananas generally." 90 In 1963, the company launched a multi-million dollar advertising campaign to promote branded bananas. United Fruit officials chose "Chiquita" for the brand name, invoking memories of the company's immensely successful 1940s radio and print advertising campaigns that featured Miss Chiquita-a singing female icon that loosely resembled World War II movie star Carmen Miranda. The Chiquita name therefore played to consumer nostalgia at precisely the moment when United Fruit introduced a new banana variety. 91 Marketing material produced for both supermarkets and glossy women's magazines featured a blue and gold Mirandaesque icon that consisted of a woman wearing a fruit-topped hat and the phrase "this seal outside means the best inside." 92 By transforming the banana from a commodity to a retail product distinguishable by a brand name, United Fruit sought to create demand for a higher-priced, "premium" export banana. 93 The Chiquita banana campaign represented less of a sharp break in marketing strategies than an evolution of pre-existing ones that was linked to the proliferation of self-serve supermarkets in the post-war era. As early as 1950, fruit jobbers began placing colored bands bearing the name "Chiquita" around consumer-sized units of bananas in retail outlets. 94 The Chiquita brand and image redefined what constituted a quality banana by placing a heightened emphasis on features such as bunch symmetry, the fullness of individual bananas, and blemish-free peels that ripened uniformly. In order to bear the Chiquita label in 1970, bananas had to be a minimum of eight inches long and free of a long list of "defects" primarily related to the visual appearance of the fruit. 95 Standard Fruit also based its quality ratings on the number of "outward defects" and the "fresh appearance" of the peel. As one former Standard Fruit employee noted, the boxing process enabled the company to export "essentially blemish-free" fruit. 96 The changing quality standards associated with new banana varieties altered production processes in ways that created new risks for banana workers and local environments. The banana companies significantly increased their use of nitrogenous fertilizers, irrigation waters, and pesticides in order to ensure high yields of large, unblemished fruit. Cavendish varieties were extremely susceptible to Sigatoka diseases and required heavy applications of fungicides. 97 Field workers in the 1960s applied insecticides such as Kepone and Diazinon to kill organisms that marred banana peels. Nematodes also took on a new significance as a result of the switch to Cavendish varieties; in many instances, the fruit companies turned to chemical controls, including the highly toxic DBCP, in order to lower nematode populations and boost yields. Even the microenvironments inside the cardboard boxes used to transport the thin-skinned Cavendish bananas created opportunities for fungal growth that the companies controlled via fungicides.
The Cavendish era then, brought geographical stability to the Central American export banana industry and thereby put an end (at least temporarily) to nearly half a century of shifting plantation agriculture that resulted in wide-scale deforestation of lowland tropical environments. However, Cavendish monocultures heightened the economic importance of other pathogens and pests, leading to a sharp rise in agrochemical use. The lack of monitoring programs makes it unlikely the health effects on plantation workers will ever be known. However, the use of DBCP during the 1960s and 1970s left thousands of workers sterile. The effects of agrochemical use on other organisms is similarly difficult to quantify because of a lack of field studies, but the tendency of export banana plantations to be located near rivers all but ensures that fertilizers and pesticides have entered both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. 98 
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For late-nineteenth-century U.S. consumers accustomed to eating fresh fruits on a strictly seasonal basis, the ability of trains and steamships to collapse time and space must have seemed magical: Fresh bananas grown in "exotic" tropical lands appeared regularly in the everyday places that constituted "home." However, fossil fuel-age technologies could only bend-not break-biological processes. Once harvested, bananas began to age, a process that resulted in both "ripening" and "rotting." The distinction between the two was absolutely vital to late-nineteenthcentury growers and shippers who favored banana varieties that could best ensure them the opportunity to make a profit in distant market places. The needs of early shippers therefore played a crucial role in favoring Gros Michel fruit over other varieties found in the tropics. Subsequently, the structures and aesthetic sensibilities of the export trade evolved around Gros Michel in a contingent process that involved producers, distributors, and consumers. When Panama disease struck, the only solution perceived to be "viable" was to find another banana that combined the Gros Michel's outward appearance with resistance to the pathogen when grown in monocultures. Markets in the United States therefore shaped the agroecology of banana growing by creating a truly massive demand for a very specific kind of banana.
I do not think that the historical importance of Gros Michel can be understood in purely functionalist terms, i.e. serving the needs of corporate capitalism. Indeed, the decision of United Fruit executives to stay with the variety even as profits eroded in the late 1950s suggests that contingent (and less tangible) factors must be taken into consideration when trying to understand the interplay between production processes and consumption practices. One crucial area that merits further investigation concerns the relationship between industry "middle men" and retail consumers. I have suggested how technological innovations, urbanization, rising wealth, changing ideas about domesticity, and discourses about nutrition set the historical contexts in which banana consumption skyrocketed, but my sources have revealed little about the meanings of consuming bananas. Fruit dealers and industry analysts (mostly men) maintained that consumers (mostly women) failed to distinguish one banana from another, but this perception should not be taken at face-value. One suspects that food shoppers, be they women or men, possessed ideas about fruit quality that may have differed from those held by shippers and jobbers, but that nonetheless shaped discourses about "quality" bananas. Environmental historians interested in consumption will need to explore the realms of social and cultural history in order to sharpen understandings of how consumer preferences reflected evolving notions of "quality," "value," and "desire."
However, my point in writing this essay is not only to encourage more dialogue across sub-disciplines of the historical profession. Reinterpreting the export banana's past is important for plotting its future role in tropical agroecosystems. The relationship between people, plants, and pathogens continues to evolve in export banana-growing regions. Although Panama disease is not economically important in the American tropics at the moment, strains of fusaria capable of infecting Cavendish varieties may reach the Americas in the foreseeable future. In addition, the control of Black Sigatoka (another fungal pathogen) currently accounts for a large proportion of production costs and agrochemical use in the industry. During the 1990s, banana breeders developed varieties that demonstrated resistance and/or tolerance to Black Sigatoka, but the major fruit companies have yet to produce them for export on account of aesthetic "deficiencies." 99 If both the plant hosts and pathogens have changed entering the twenty-first century, the dynamic between corporate power, large-scale monocultures, and mass markets remains similar to that of the previous century.
Consequently, if we accept the vivid images painted by ecologists Gilbert and Hubbell of an industry on the brink of collapse due to "the ravages of a disease" implicitly constructed as a force of nature, we run the risk of giving pathogens historical agency at the expense of people and social institutions. In so doing, we unwittingly set ourselves up to fall into future "jobs versus the environment" traps in which policy makers must choose between maintaining banana exports and protecting biological diversity. However, by viewing Panama disease and other plant epidemics as the outcomes of interactions between dynamic agroecological and social processes, we can envision a less gloomy, albeit more complex, future based on the possibilities of refashioning commodity markets to value the agro-biodiversity upon which export banana production has depended.
